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y colleague, Dr. Roger Wilson,
tel ls me that he disagrees with
what I  wrote in a previous
edition of Colleagues. At the time, I was
presented with a few statements Bill
Gates made regarding secondary edu-
cation and asked to respond, which I
did. l 've read back through my com-
ments and am unable to identi fy a
statement in my previous interview to
which I think Dr. Wilson could take
exception. He did. So here we are to air
out our differences.
The crux of our debate is whether or
not we think America's high schools are
obsolete. I have now read the complete
Bil l  Gates speech, which I encourage
everyone to do (use a quick Google
search to find it) and I realize I agree
with much of what he's written, and
thus have no problem defending his
comments in this debate with Dr.
Wilson. Further, I am an Apple
Macintosh guy/ so agreeing with and
defending Bill Gates is a huge and
painful step for me to take.
As I read through Dr. Wilson's
comments, I was struck by how much
he agrees with Gates on some of the
details, but wants to disagree on the
general conclusions. We do seem to
agree that al1 is not well in our schools
and that inequities exist between
schools. Dr. Wilson argues that
American schools are doing fine
because of a few indicators he selects to
prove America is still on top. Dr. Wilson
does not address some of the indicators
that point to the failure of our current
system (e.g., one of the highest dropout
rates of industrialized nations), and I
think the devastating impact of these
inequities and failures was Gates'
primary point. These inequities
challenge teachers, parents,
communities, and the students
themselves. Gates recognizes this
problem. He also recognizes his status
as a corporate leader. Yes, many such
leaders have criticized education, but
few couple those criticisms with
contributions to public education as
large, well-planned, and lasting as his.
While Dr. Wilson seems to favor
minor tweaks to the status quo; my
comments are based entirely on the
world in which we are headed and not
the world of yesterday. Sure, the old
three Rs are still going to be important.
Students will still need to read, write,
and master mathematics. Fine. But, I
see a new world emerging, and i t  is
unavoidable. The new world is based
on technology and relies heavily on the
economy of the Internet and
globalization. This is not a world we are
preparing our students to meet, and
this is where I see our public high
schools becoming obsolete. My
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Having educators
become part of that
practice is counter-
productive. It would
be hard to envision
Gates's third R rela-
tionships with stu-
dents not suffering
in such a potentially
volatile work envi-
toH,Xl'd"", 
understand that the poor wilt
remain so unless they acquire greater education
and are afforded the opportunities it typically
brings. However, where Gates remains silent, and
as one would expect, is on the issue of corporate
responsibility. It is disingenuous for corporate
leaders to decry the state of education and,by
extension, labor market preparedness when their
labor needs and decisions are driven by the
bottom line without consideration to the needs of
workers and the wider society. One understands
that in a capitalist global economy that the
reduction of labor costs by transnational
corporations is paramount. But at a time when
the same level of productivity is being achieved
by a diminished workforce, expecting the next
and untested generation to be able to contribute
easily in some meaningful fashion to the needs of
the private sector is also unrealistic. When not
only "call centers" and manufacturing jobs are
being sent off-shore, but also jobs involving
significant intellectual capital such as
programming, CAD, medical research, statistical
analysis and the like, the employment preparation
role of schools is tested, and unreasonably so.
Labor market prediction is the realm of the DOL,
not K-12. But is such skill prediction really the
issue? Methinks not! For those who claim that our
workforce is insufficiently educated for the new
millennium, that requisite skills are not present in
our young, I direct them to labor sociologist
Michael Handel:
[t]here is little evidence of absolute declines in
cognitive or hard skills in the United States or
generally poor performance relative to other
advanced industrialized countries, despite
frequent extreme statements to the contrary. It is
even unclear how much of any problem is a
shortage of cognitive skills rather than employer
dissatisfaction with effort levels or work-related
attitudes.
The data is simply not good enough for anyone
to claim that the country's education system is
going to "hell in a hand basket" and that schools
need a complete overhaul. Of course, that does
not stop such statements being made.
Our education system is in need of periodic
review and revision, as are all systems. The
question is to what extent and for what purpose.
There's no doubt that we can do a better job of
educating the poor and the minorities, but unless
attitudes change towards those same groups in
the world of investment or venture caoital or the
workplace, a col lege degree wil l  havelts l imits. @
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viewpoint does not
mean that I think
schools do a poor job
of meeting their
current goals and
objectives, which is
what Gates would
argue. He may be
right or Dr. Wilson
mayberight. . .but
that misses my point. Today's schools are
not adequately focusing on the future.
Let me describe the old model in which
America dominated. We had a system that
was designed to allow many students to fail
because these students could fail in the
system while still obtaining manufacturing
jobs that had salaries high enough to raise a
family. This system worked even when it
failed.
Now, I want to explore the status quo that
Dr. Wilson is defending. This is the world
that Michael Handel, the sociologist that Dr.
Wilson cites, refers to as well. We all
recognize that the manufacturing jobs of
yesterday are now leaving our shores and
will likely not return. Further, one third of
our students are failing to graduate from
high school and finding the posiiive in
American schools when so many students
fail to finish this system is difficult. The
wages for people who fail to graduate is no
longer enough to support a family like it
once did. These days, a high school graduate
who does not go on to college wili also find
it hard to make a wage to support a family.
Further, America is using a law referred to
as H-1B visas to give hi-tech jobs in America
to foreign workers. Last year, we filled the
quota for H-1B visas almost immediately for
the whole year. That shows how popular
hiring these foreign workers was for
American corporations. This year, we are
likely increasing the number of H-1B visas
issued by 50% or more to close to 100,000.
Hundreds of thousands of foreign workers
in the last 5 years are apparently needed to
fill positions here in the U.S. because
corporations say these r.l'orkers are necessary
for the United States to remain comoetitive
and on top of the world. Do these indicators
point to an America where our high schools
are doing well? Do these indicators make
our high schools appear obsolete? I think so.
Now I'd like to examine the future that
America can still dominate if our
educational system recognizes the need to
make a change. This is not a change that is
reflected today; rather, this is a change that
we will realize tomorrow. This is the world I
spoke about in my previous Colleagues
interview when I mentioned that we are
entering the information age. The
information age is a world in which most
workers are going to be using the Internet to
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access information and most workers will
use the Internet for communication (e.g.,
have you seen two high school kids have a
chat via an Instant Messenger?). There is a
term called "information overload" that now
refers to the enormous amount of
information we often encounter. The creators
of Google, a popular Internet search site,
used to brag that they were searching over
eight billion web pages and the number of
pages added to the database was increasing
exponentially each day. There are nearh' 2-i
million Internet pages related to "lesson
plans." Search this phrase looking for
specific information and you'll quickly be
introduced to information overload.
Teachers who can navigate through the
millions of pages to quickiy and effectively
find the most appropriate lesson plans are
going to save much more time and are going
to be much more effective in the classroom
than teachers who settle for just something
that pops up first or who just give up
altogether on the search process. Most other
professions are relying more and more on
this same information source. Who teaches
these skills? Who teaches students how to
search effectively? Who teaches these kids
how to validate claims online? Who teaches
kids how to critically analyze information?
To illustrate this point, I have an activity
in an undergraduate course I teach. I send
my students to one of the first websites
that appears when one does a search
for "Mart in Luther King" -
http://www.martinlutherkin g.org / . I
ask the students to evaluate the site and
determine its worth for high school
students. More often than not, these future
teachers see the domain name and the title
of the website, quickly glance at the site, and
decide it's clearly about Martin Luther King
Jr. They conclude that the site is worthwhile.
The fact is that this site was created by a
white supremacist organization and relies on
innuendo and speculation to present their
twisted views as fact.
This example is a simple one, but one of
many. The types of changes needed in our
public secondary schools to address the
information age require more than a tweak
as Dr. Wilson would suggest. No Child Left
Behind has to be reformed as the first step
and that will take a major initiative. And,
this is not a republican or democrat
objective. Utah is a very conservative state
and they were the first state to give up on
NCLB. Few teachers appreciate the current
NCLB law as it is enacted. I think we all
agree that accountability has value.
Unfortunately, how the accountability gets
implemented is in need of reform so that
American high schools can realize long-term
success into the future; into a world of
globalization and into the information ag". @
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